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Lisa Alderson, co-founder and CEO of healthcare
startup Genome Medical, explains how a severe
lack of clinicians trained to help patients
understand and act on genetic-test results
presents an immense opportunity in personalized
medicine. Alderson says the telehealth model
allows her company to meet the increasing
demand for genetic counselors responsibly,
efficiently and at scale.

Transcript
- Despite this rapid revolution in the advancement of the science, the medicine, and the technology, we still have a last
mile access problem.. By that I mean the following.. Having sufficient clinicians, medical practitioners, who know how to use
this information is our biggest impediment and that's because the field has grown so quickly that we have such a small
specialty area in the genetics and genomics realm.. We, in fact, in this country have only 2,000 Geneticists in the entire
nation.. We have about 5,000 Genetic Counselors, including a program here at Stanford.. Among those experts, for a
population of 330 million, that is simply insufficient.. This ultimately touches just about every area of medicine.. Ultimately,
your primary care doctor, your pediatrician, and ObGyn, cardiologist, neurologist, they're all going to need to know something
about genomics, but to get from where we are today in that future world is going to be a journey.. That is the journey that I
am trying to solve.. I'm trying to break down those barriers and really shepherd in this new era of genomic medicine in a
really medically responsible way, but a much more efficient and scalable way than has ever been done before..
To give you a little bit on why this matters, it's estimated that about 7% of the world's population actually has a genetic
disorder.. Most of that is undiagnosed.. We just simply haven't had the tools and technologies to be able to get there.. It
affects cancer, cardiovascular disease, one out of 50 new, live births, and virtually everybody in this room is carrying
conditions as recessive carrier conditions that could affect your children or future generations to come.. Everybody in this
room has markers that could predict your response to drugs.. In this future world of precision medicine where we can treat
the right patient with the right drug at the right time, that's really what leads to improved patient outcomes and reduced
costs of care in the health care system today...

